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50 God formed out of the ground all the wild animals 
and all the birds of heaven. He brought them to the 
man to see what he would call them, and whatever the 
man called each liVing creature, that was its name. 
Thus the man gave names to all cattle, to the birds 
of heaven, and to every ~ild animal. Genesis 2:19-20. 

1. Analogy ~ anomaly. Names, according to the ancient Hebrew 
view recorded in Genesis, are natural in the sense that they are 
based on properties of their referents. Adam named the animals 
by looking at them. The information he used for chocsing the name 
for an animal was the way the animal iooke~, Thus ea~n name was 
a natural reflection of its referent. This analogist view of the 
relation between form and meaning finds its antithesis in the 
anomalist view (Lyons, 1968), according to which a name is arbi
trarily related to its referent, and is in no way based on any 
properties of the referent itself. Since a name has no natural 
affinity for its referent, different linguistic communities may 
adopt different names for it with no constraint: a dog is called 
"dog ll in English, "Hund" in German, and "chien tl in French. 
Following the popularization of the anomalist view by the neogram
mariana in the 19th century, it was codified by Saussure {19l6J 
in his doctrine of "l'arbitraire du signe linguistique," which 
forms the cornerstone of much of the modern study of language.
This principle seems unassailable when applied to the lexicon-

the	 prime reserve of the arbitrary relation between form and 
meaning in 5aussure's sense--and yet over the years certain 
caveats have appeared in studies of the lexicon. Taken together, 
these documented affinities between form and meaning suggest an 
underlying web of natural, analogical connections limiting the 
degree to WhlCh the name for a concept may be infinitely variable. 

The first aAd most widely known caveat is onomatopoeia, cited 
by the an~ie~t Greek analogists as the basis for their position. 
While there is an I.lnden.lab.l.Y mot ... ·· _"' ..... rel'iL. ....." .....t'Jl:.'...een ':::~'!:'"m o.r,'! 
meaning in English "cuckoo," or "cl.J..nk/clanl</ciunk," this phenol"\
enon seems limited in English and other L~m:plages to a smlll 
number of lexemes pertaIning to sound. A caveat more threatening 
to the anomalist position was formulated by Zipf (1935). using 
the Thorndyke/Lorge lists he demonstrated that word leng~h is an 
inverse function of word frequency. In terms of the analogist 
position, the more frequently a referent type is talked about, 
the shorter its name i8 likely to be, or become over time. While 
Zipf's Law constrains only peripheral aspects of form and meaning 
it does apply ubiquitously to the lexicon, and i. not limited as 
i8 onomatopoeia to a small number of lexernes. 
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A further analogical restraint on anomalist thinking was pro
vided by Roger Brown (1958) who proposed that among the hierarchy 
of names that may be applied to a referent on differing occasions 
there is one "basic" level from which a name is most likely to be 
drawn, and that this level has the highest cultural salience for 
speakers of the language. For example, I might appropriately call 
the object I have in my hand at this moment a "thing," "artifact," 
IIwriting implement," "pencil." "autom4tic pencil," or 'Ifine-leaded 
automatic pencil" on different specific occasions, but across most 
contexts I am likely to call it slmply "pencil." Brown's function
al insight has been extensively documented by Berlin, .Breedlove 
and Raven (19731 and others working on folk taxonomy in the ethno
biological domBin (11. In all cultures that have been studied 
1n suff1~i8nt detail (C.H. Brown, li84, i. an exten.iv. gro•• ~ 
linguistic ~~:veYJ there i. 4 hierarchy of terms referring to the 
animal and plant kingdoms with at least·a superordinate (life 
forml, a basic (generic) and a subordinate (specific) level. The 
most frequently used terms in spontaneous descriptions come from 
the basic generic level (at least in non-urban societies, Berlin 
et al., 197]), distinguishing its pragmatic utility from super
ordinate and subordinate levels. The var.~ ("'1'1& tl':!r1"5 used to re'::e" 
to Strix Rebulosa, the great grey OWl, in a recent popular science 
article (Quinton, 19841 aptly illtrates this effect. Figure 1 
shows "owl" to be the textually most utilized term, with more and 
less specific terms u.sed with decreasing frequency. 

This utility has been supported in the laboratory. For 
example, Rosch et al. (1976) demonstrated that when asked to name 
a picture, e.g. of a specific variety of apple, people preferred 
to name it at the basic level (apple) rather than at the super
ordinate (fruit) or the subordinate (pippin apple). Furthermore, 
when shown the pictu~e and asked to declde whether a partiCUlar 
name applied to it, people could evaluate the basic level term 
faster than either a superordinate or subordinate term. 

These ethnographic, text distributional, and experimental data 
show lexical form to be an index of meaning in a variety of ways 
that go beyond Zipf's law. Zipf's law predicts that the basic 
taxonomic level, because of its frequent use, will be labeled with 
shcrter, morphologically simpler terms than superordinate and sub
ordinate levels. This is indeed the case (Casson, 1981). Berlin 
et al. (1973) regard the systematic presence of secondary lexemes 
composed of a primC\ry le)l;eme and a modifier (e.c;:'. "great grey owl") 
a~ characteristic of the subordinate (specific) level, ~n cont~Q~~ 

with. prir.tary lexemes at the generic le'lel. This means that the 
length and/or morphemic complexity of a word will be an index of 
its taxonomic level. A domaln of cultural artifacts rather than 
of nature will help to illustrate the gener4lity of this point: 

superordinate: furniture 

basic level:	 chair, sofa, table, desk, lamp 

subordinate:	 recliner, love seat, coffee table,
 
secretary, ch.an4elier
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The superordinate term is longer than any of the basic level terms, 
and has at least latent morphological complexity (cf. fu~nish and 
fissure}. The subordinate terms are all longer than the basic 
levelterms, and many are polyrnorphemic. FurthermOre, "coffee 
table" corresponds to Berlin et a!. 's definition of secondary 
lexemes. Virtually all items subordinate to "table" are formed 
by ad4ing a modifier to this primary lexeme: {side table, kitchen 
table, gateleg table ••• }. 

In sum, the work of the folk taxonomists demonstrates a clear 
indexieal relationship between the length Or morphological comp
lexity of a name and the rank of that name ih the hierarchical 
nomenclature system, ~nd thus sUPstantially extends the analogist 
pg.1~ion into a previgul domain ot anoma11sm. In thil chapter we 
will shoW that the analogist position can be extended even further 
to a grammatical property of names, specifically, to their gender 
marking in German. Our argument will significantlY extend the 
anologist position, since gender assignment is a grammatical domain 
in which a motivated relation between form and meaning is least 
expected to turn up. Indeed, since ancient times gender has fueled 
the anomalist a:s:erti~n t.:u" .. l .....,,.,."~;~ StlJ;:t:.:.~t. is acc:'~dntal. 

Ockham meant his razor to cut sucn meaningless baggage away trom 
the mOre essential, meaning-bearing structu~e of language: 

According to Ockham, in order to explore mental 
language, we must cut away everything in natural 
language ••• that is unnecessary for the expression of 
thought. Thus for example, grammatical categories like 
nominal gender in Latin cannot reflect anything in 
mental language, since they are meaningless. 
(Wier~bicka, 1980:], summarizing Boehner's, 1962, 
translation of Ockhaml. 

This extreme anomalist view of qender carries down to the present 
day, appearing to be firmly entrenched both in linguistics: 

There seems to be no practical criterion by which the 
gender of a noun in German, French, or Latin could be 
4etermined (Bloomfield, 193]:280). 

and in psycholinguistics: 

The classification is arbitrary. Nc 'mder:ying 
rationale can be guessed at. The presence of such 
systems in a human cognitive system constitutes by 
itself excellent testimony to the occasional nonsen
sibleness of the species. Not only Was this system 
devised by humans but generation after generation 
of children peaceably relearns it. (Maratsos 1979:235. 
summarizing his view of gender assignment in German). 

On the other side of this issue, the analoqists tried to .ee 
gender assignment in the lexicon at large as a metaphorical exten
sion of sex reference, even to the extent of suggesting prescrip
tive changes: 
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Prot agoras noticed the large correspondence Greek genders 
had with males and femaies, and their characteristics 
and activitiest ... (he] suggested that log~cally the 
feminine menis 'wrath' and peiex 'helmet' should be 
reassigned to the masculine gender (Dixon, 1982:174). 

The analogist attempt to see gender classification as the metaphor
ical extension of sex to the rest of the world reached its culmin
ation in the German romantic movement, exemplified by Grimm (1890): 

Das grammatische genus ist ... eine in der phantasie der 
mensch lichen sprache entsprungene ausdehnung des 
natUrlichen auf alJ~ und jede gegenst~nde (p. ]431. 
Das mascui~nv~ scneint das frUhere, gr~ssere! festere, 
spr~Qere, raschere, das th~tige, bewegliche, ~eugende; 

das femIn~num das sp~tere, kleinere, weichere. stillere, 
das leide~de, empfangende .•. (p. 357). 
'granmatical gender is an extension, arising in the 
imagination of human language, of a natural order onto 
each and every object. That which is masculine is ear
lier, larger, firmer, more infl~xibl~. q~lc~cr, active, 
moveable, creative; that which is feminine is later, 
smaller, softer, quieter, suffering/passive, receptive.' 

This extreme analogist characterization of gender as an indexical 
mark of metaphorically extended sex characteristics cannot be 
empirically substantiated in the lexicon of German or other Indo
european gender languages; Grimm himself viewed it as having only 
limited application to individual cases. However, we have been 
able to demonstrate a close correlation between gender assignment 
and	 sex-associated personality characteristics in the German 
affective lexicon IZubin & K~pcke, 1984a), and in a general 
exploration of semantically motivated gender assignment we have 
found other semantic patterns in the inanimate lexicon that may•	 have a basis in sex-associated characteristics (Zubin & K~pcke. 
1984b; Kepcke & Zubin, 1984). 

Particularly enigmatic to the analogist view of gender is 
the distribution of neut~gender, which seems to crop up at random 
in every part of the lexicon. A clue to the underlying principle 
comes from Grimm (1890): 

Urbedeutung ~~s ~put~ums scheint, dass es die unenrwick

lung des ges~~le~~ts, nicht gerade geschlechtslosigkeit
 
bezeichne. Daher wird .•. das allgemeine, collective durch
 
das neutrum ausgedrUkt. (p. 312)
 
'the original meaning of neuter gender seems to be that
 
it marks underdevelopment of sex, not exactly se~less


ness. For this reason generality and collectivity are
 
expressed by neuter.
 

The	 clue resides in the fact that Geschlecht, usually translated 
as 'sex', has a more general sense-~'position in a hierarchical 
categorization'--which Grimm may additionally have had in mind. 
To paraphrase this interpretation, ~, fem, and neut-gender 
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would be indexically mapped onto the entire non-sexed lexicon at 
an abstract level: the sex-associated genders masc and fem would 
index greater differentiation in a hierarchical lex~cal schema 
and the corresponding possession of ?recisely defined character
istics, while neut-gender would index lesser differentiat~on in 
the hierarchical schema and the correspondIng lack of precise 
characteristics. 

2. Neut-gender and vague reference. The attractiveness of this 
proposal is heightened by two specific useS of neut-gender.• 
Firstly. those concrete nouns which provide virtually no· inform
ation about their referent and therefore can refer to the broadest 
range of ent~ties almost all have neut-gender: 

das Ding 'thing' das Teil 'part'
 
das Dings 'whatchamacallit' das Werk 'creation'
 
das Element 'element' das Wesen 'being'
 
das Gebilde 'product' das Zeug 'implement'
 
das Ger~t 'implement, apparatus'
 
das Gesch~pf 'creation'
 
das Glied '~a~t, memoer' tl~~.2.~~L~~m-ger.-":~...
 
das Gut 'goods' der Geg~nstand 'o~ject'
 

das Objekt 'object' der K~rper 'boly'
 
das StUck 'piece! die Sache 'thin9'
 

These nouns are used to categorize objects at the highest level 
of generalization, and so are frequentlY used when a more 

. specific, basic level categorization is not known to the speaker. 
For example, 

a. das Ding or das Dings might be used to request 'or point out 
an object when the speaker has no idea how to categorize it; 

b. when assembling an apparatus. das Teil or das StUck might 
be used to request a part when its-specific nam-e-is not known, 

c. when vi~winq·a multi-media object in an art gallery a 
viewer might refer to it as das Werk if a more specific label 
does not apply. --- --- 

These noups thus dp little more than categorize their intended 
referents as discrete entities. and otherwise provide no tangible 
informat~on about their referents. 

Secondly, definite pronouns (person~l and demonstrative) use 
the morphologically neuter form to refer to entities which the 
speaker cannot yet categorize in the situation (all whereas use 
of masc/fem-gend~r pronouns implies that the speaker, and usually 
the hearer, have already specifically categorized the object (a21. 

a1.	 Das auf dem Tisch, geh~rt es dir?
 
'that (thin9) 'on the table:-is II yours?
 

a2.	 Die auf dem Tisch. geh~rt sie dir?
 
'that (e.9. pipe) on the table, is it yours?
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Neut-gender pronominal forms also refer to vaguely referential 
entities that have not been lexicalized and hence have no conven~
ional gender (bll. [2J 

bl. Man versucht das Beste, das man kann, ob es gelingt
oder nicht. --- ----- --- -
'you attempt the best that you can, whether if succeeds 
or not' 

3. Gender and lexical taxonomy. 

3.1. Cognitive properties. Grimm's insight seems to have direct 
bearing on some pronominal uses of neut-gender. From this pers
pective a further specific exploitation of neut vs. the sex
associated genders should be the differentiation of superordinate 
from basic level terms in the behaviorally defined sense of Rosch 
et al. (1976) and others. Rosch et al. report experiments in 
which they gave people a list of nouns and asked them to list as 
~,dny attributc~" 0: eact. r'~f~rer.t as the~ cc'.::.l.d. ,)"h~y could think 
of only very few attrlbutes for n~~ns rrom the superordinate level 
of a taxonomy (e.g. 'fruit' I, but a significantly greater number 
of attributes for nouns from the basic level (e.g. 'apple'). The 
number of attributes given for subordinates (e.g. 'Mackintosh'), 
however, was not signlficantly greater than for basic level termS. 
In an extension of this research Tversky (1984) demonstrates that 
the greater concreteness of basic level terms is primarily due to 
the speclfiability of parts. For example, a chair has legs, 
a seat and a back, whereas no parts common to all furniture can be 
oiven. Parts are important because they are specified for both 
shape and function, and therefore bring our strategies for percept
ual recognition together with our modes of interaction with objects. 

In parallel research by Rosch et al., SUbjects were asked to 
draw the outline of specific obJects. When the outlines of objects 
in the same superordinate category were superimposed (e.g. 'car' 
and 'motorcycle' as instances of vehicles) very little overlap in 
outline resulted. But when objects from the same basic level cate
gory (e.g. a sedan and a sports carl were superimposed, a signifi
cant increase in overlap resulted. Superimposing two outlines 
from a subordinate category (e.g. two sportscars) resulted in 
little additional overlap beyond the basic level. The same effect 
was demonst=ated for the listlng of aCtion~ a~p=o?rlately carri~d 

out wit~ or on a partlcular obJect type. For exampie, when asked 
lo list how they mlght interact with a piece of furniture, subjects 
could list few, and only vague, actions ccmmon to all. In thinkino 
about a chair, however, subJects could list many more, and more 
precise actions. Little increase in action specificity was obtain
ed, however, from a subordinate category such as 'easy chair. ' 

3.2 ~ superordinates. Crucial for the role of gender in con
ceptual hierarchization is Rosch and her colleagues' demonstration 
of the conceptual hiatus between basic terms and superordinates, in 
which basic teIms have a detailed and specific semantic represent
ation correspondino to both perceptual and interactional character
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istics, while superordinates do not. Superordinate concepts are 
conceptually vague, undifferentiated, while basic level concepts 
are richly specified both perceptually and functionally. 

A first demonstration that gender differentiates between 
superordinate and basic level categcries can be made by translat
ing the non-zoological taxonomies from Rosch (1973) and frcm 
Table 2 of Rosch [1977). Rosch apparently picked out pa~ticu~ 
larly representative taxonomles, and thus provides a fair test of 
the hypothesis that g~nder marking correlates with taxonomic rank. 
Table 1 gives Rosch' categories. Basic level terms have masc or 
fem, and occasional neut-gender (cf. sect. 61. with differenti
ation within each class, while the superordinate terms all have 
neut-gender with one exception. This gender distribution in 
itself is a striking confirmation of our ~xtrapolation from Grimm 
(1890). The sex-associated genders are extende1 to basic level 
object categories, while the sexless neut-gender is largely con
fined to undifferentiated categories at the superordinate level. 

Further confirmation comes from a conflict between Berlin 
(1972) and R"sch et al. (1~73) over where to place the bOo:;;i.: 
level for Zoological taxonomies. BerHr. predicted IHe form 
terms like 'fish' and 'bird' to be superordinates and generi~' 

terms like 'bass' and 'sparrow' to be basic level te~ms. Rosch et 
al., however, using their behavioral criteria, found the basic 
level to be one higher than this prediction. which is confirmed 
in our German data for the specific nouns they used, as shown in 
table 2. 

'Fish' and 'bird' are highly imageable" categories: we can 
draw specific outlines of generalized fish and birds (vs. a gener
alized insect), and we can list a variety of characteristics which 
are specific to birds or fish, many of which are parts. BirdS 
have wings, feathers, two legs, a beak and a tail, and they fly 
and lay eggs. Fish have fins, a tail, gills and scales, and they 
swim. Brown (1984) finds bird and fish to be the most frequently 
occurring lexical life form classes in an extensive cross-linguis
tlC sample. and attributes their ubiquity in part to the stronq 
clustering of perceptual characteristics. At the next higher 
rank, however, not much can be said abou~ what animals share (in 
the broad sense of German Tier. which includes the entire animal 
kingdom), except that they are alive 3nd can move freely. The 
gender of 'bird' and 'fish' thus suggests a close correspondence 
hetwe~n gender markin~ a~d the conc~ptu~l specificity of taxa in 
a folk taxonom~c hierarchy. 

3.3. Zoological taxonomies. Since mor~ is known about the lexical 
structuring of the animal and plant kingdoms than most other 
lexical domains, these provide a good st3rting point for a 
detailed examination of gender marking in lexical hierarchies. 

3.3.1. Perceptual taxonomy. Table 3 presents an approximate out
line of the higher~evels of perceptual folk classification of 
animals. [3] There are eight life form taxa {41, representinq 
the first oenerally used divisions ot the animal domain below the 
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unique beginner Tier: these correspond (in some instances roughly) 
to English mamma~irdr fish. reptile, insect. crustacean. worm, 
and mollusk (crustacean and mollusk are probably not folk taxons 
i~ Engllsn). Below these there are a large number of intermediate 
and generic taxa, only a few of which are shown. 

The unique beginner Tier has neut-gender, in keeping with 
the broad diversity and lack of lmagability of this grouping. At 
the next lev~l, besldes the terms Fisch and Vogel discussed in 
3.2, two additional classes havlng rnase-gender share high image
ability and strong discontlnulty in nature with the former. 
Crustaceans are shell·covered, have lots of legs, and character
istic claws. Worms are elongated and (virtually) without append
aQes. Bi~d, fish, and WO~m are the three life form taxa most 
likely to be lexi=alized in the language~ of the world (Brown, 
1984), corresponding to their ~elative internal homogeneity and 
st~iking discontinuity in nature. Crustaceans are perhaps as 
pe~ceptually distinctive as the others, but fail to stand out in 
B~own's cross-linguistic Su~vey only because non-coastal peoples 
have no experience with them. 

In contrast with these class~~, th~ neu~-g-nder life fo~m 
terms all identify taxa with extensive internal heterogeneity. 
One informal test shows that it is not possible to mentally call 
up an image of a generalized mammal, reptile, insect, or mollusk, 
but only of specific subgroups. For example, one can conjure up 
a good image of a generalized snail, shellfish or octopus, but no 
single image fo~ all three. Thus as indicated by the dotted line 
in Table J gender precisely marks the distinction between higher 
~ank heterogeneous classes and lower rank homogeneous classes. As 
G~imm suggested, there does seem to be an {albeit abstractl infer
ence frcm sex marking in evidence here: the ~ex-associated genders 
are used to identify fully differentiated taxa that have concrete 
imageabillty including ove~all shape and specifiable parts, while 
neut-gende~ is used fo~ taxa that do not, and are in this sense 
undifferentiated. (5] 

3.3.2. Functional taxonomies. In his article on animal categories 
E. Leech (1964) elegantly illustrates the fact, downplayed by 
B~own (1984) and othe~ folk taxonomists, that folk biological 
taxoncmies may be organized f~om an interactional/functional 
perspective, as well as f~om the perceptual perspective discussed 
in 3.3.1. This means that an individual taxon may be defined by 
its specific c~~tur~: f~~ction or by the spec~iic mc~p ii: WhlCh 

. people lnteract with its mempers. Ger~an is particularly well 
endowed 1n this respect. The interactional/functional taxomcmy 
fo~ an1mals, the higher ranks of which are given in Table 4, in
itially differentiates useful from harmful animals, with extensive 
sUbcatego~i:ation for the for~er. The table clearly shows that 
supe~ordinate te~ms referring to heterogeneous taxa have neut
gende~. For example, the neut-gender of V1eh corresponds to the 
fact that there are no common characteristics, and no common image, 
to a horse, a pig and a chicken, except that they are all farm 
animals. The terms for useful animals identify two major animal 
types of cultu~al-econo~ic impo~tance: livestock and game. The 
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lack of a functional superordinate term for seafood animals [6J 
is notable considering the importance of fishery in northern 
Germany. 

The superordinace terms for harmful animals sh~rply testify 
to the difference between perceptual and functicnal class1fi~ation. 

Das Raubzeug, primarily a hunting term, in its broadest use can 
refer to any animal which preys on useful animals, specifically 
game and livestock. It thus includes a wide range of ani~als from 
the higher zoological phyla. It is particularly notable that the 
same biological species may appear at different place$ in the func
tional hierarchy depending on its particular interaction with human 
beings. Fo~ example, a dog may be a Haustier to its owner, but if 
it chases deer in the woods, to the hunter it is Rat:b<.eug. & 
Unge~ieter includes a wide range of insects and rodents ehat cause 
damage in agrlculture o~ in the house. Finally, das Geschmeiss is 
used to express revulsion at small insects, worms~tc. These 
three terms could be seen as providing a rough three-way perceptual 
distinction among animals according to size" which Bro.... n (1984) 
finds to be a widespread folk taxonomlC strategy at the life form 
level. However, the animals which are included or excluded in 
each categor.~ ulC1Ke it Cl.e"r ;.".:.. .. his ~ ... '" (:\,Jrrela't.':'~.l i!> ... :.eco!". 
dary consequence of the functional distinctiops made ~y the taxa. 

In contrast to the neut-gender of superordinates, basic level 
terms in the interactional/functional taxonomy of table 4 all have 
~ or fem-gender, with two notable exceptions: types of live
stock and game conSistently have neut-gender. This illust~ates a 
prImary source of compleXity in the overall semantic pa~tern of 
gender assignment: multicausality. Since it is crucially import
ant for the farmer and the hunter to distingUish between the male, 
female, and young of individual species (7), the sex-associated 
genders are restricted to this more literally sexual application, 
leaVing neut, the non-sex gender, for the generic terms refe~-
~ing to these animals, even though these taxa have a high degree 
of internal consistency and imageability, and are learned earliest 
by, children. In the competition between distinQuishing sex and 
marking int~rnal homogeneity of categories, the former Wlns out, 
perhaps in consequence of the economic importance of sex different
iation in these two cases. 

Tables 5 and 6 give taxonomies of domestic animals and game, 
sho.... ing that generic terms usually have neut-gender, while sex
specific terms have masc and fem-gende. ac:oss the beard. I~ 
table 5 the generic terms for-rIvestock have neue-gender with a 
few isolated exceptions, as do the telms for baby an1mals, leaving 
the sex-associated genders for the sex-specific adult animal terms. 

. The pattern for game a~imals is somewhat more complicated, 
but equally revealing. German has double generic ter~lnoloqy for 
these animals, given in the first two columns of table 6, one term 
being used by hunters (Frevert, 1954) and the other by the Qeneral 
populace. One would expect the hunter's generic terms to have 
consistent ~-gender. since it is crucial for them to reserve 
the sex-associated Qenders for the distinction between male and 
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female game animals, in the same way that farmers need to distin
gUish male from female livestock. On the other hand one would 
exp~ct the ccmmon person's generic terms for game animals to have 
sex-associated gender (masc or fe~), by ~he same argurr,ent made 
for generic an~~al terms 1n general in table 1: ca~egories such 
as 'elk' are internally homogeneous and highly imageaole. These 
expectations are confirmed by the primary pattern to emerge from 
Table 6. Co~on generic terms have sex-associated gender with 
just a few exceptions. Hunter's generic terms have consist~nt neut
gender, except for beasts of prey. Again, this is an expected---
pattern of exceptions. A strong, and in this case overriding, 
semantic princ~ple for gender assignment to animals is based on 
homocentric scaling (cf. fn. 5). One consequence of this prin~ 

ciple is that beasts of prey have rnasc-gender, whether they be 
marr~als, as here in table 6, or birds (der Falke 'hawk') or fish 
(der li~ 'shark') or even reptiles Ider-xIlrqatOr 'alligator'), 
because of their predatory nature. 

In general, then, the following pattern of gender assignment 
emerges from Tahle 6 for game animals. Masc and fern-gender-are 
used for sex-specitic ~erms, and neut-gender is used for baby 
animals. For generic terms, the non-specialist uses sex-related 
gender marking the ~magability of these taxa, while hunters use 
neut-gender, thus reserving the sex-related genders for the 
specific sex identification of anirr.als. Terms for beasts of preY, 
however, are exempted from this sex identification principle, 
because of the overriding homocentric scaling principle for 
classifying the entire animal world. 

3.4. Botanical taxonomies. 

3.4.1. Perceptual taxonomy. Table 7, containing perception-based 
plant terms. shows a distribution similar to the animal terms in 
table 3. The unique beginner term Gew~chs has neut-gender. Among 
the taxonomically superordinate life form terms~ose which label• 
internally homogeneous and highly imageable taxa--tree, bush, 
flower, and mushroom--and which are therefore really basic level 
terms in a perceptual sense, have rnase-gender, while Kraut, with 
neut-gender, labels a remainder taxon with considerable internal 
divers~ty. The neut-gender of Kraut is further rationalized by 
its superordinate status in the interactional taxonomy of table 8. 
Looking to the generic taxa, as expected their terms all have 
masc or fem-gerier ... '(th the exception af grass. The statl.:.s of 
the grasscatec;ory is problemat;.c",l. It does have a good deal of 
internal diversity, but on the other hand the preponderance of 
neut-gender among the generic termS for grass suggests that here 
neut-gender is serVing its basic level differentiating function, 
~ sect. 61, and is not marking superordinate status at all. 

The fern-gender of Pflanze, in contrast with the other terms, 
is inexplicable, since this term is clearly superordinate to 
others which themselves have neut-gender. In section 7 we will 
take up this thread in a discussion of the historical dynamics of 
motivated gender assignment. 
3.4.2. Functional taxonomies. In moving from the perceptual to 
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the interactional/functional taxonomy oi animal term~ (cf. 
tables 3 and 4) there was a notable inc~ease in ne~t-gender 

superordinates. The parallel trend for plant ter~s-~n table 8 
suggests that this is a general phenomenon. Appare~~ly the need 
for superordinate terms, and the need to differentiate ~hese both 
lexically and grammatically from the basic level, is greatest for 
those aspects of the world with which we interact, and which ful
fill human needs. In table 8 superordir.ate terms have neut-gender 
across the board. distinguishing them frem the basic ~evel terms 
w~th sex-related genders. Here the psy~hological distinction 
is interactional as well as perceptual. Vegetables are a good 
example. There is no collective image for a vegetable, but a 
very clear image for asparagus. Little can be said about inter
act~on with vegetables beyond that they are eaten, often as an 
accompaniment to the main dish. On the other hand a great deal 
of detail would go into describing the preparation, serving, and 
eating of asparagus, particularly in Germany. 

3.5. Cultural art~facts. Interactional taxonomies closelY 
related to the one for plants involve the f~=th~r ~efir.e~ent of 
plant materials in the creation of material culture. One such 
taxonomy, given in table 9, gives sc~e ways in which wood is 
further processed into parts for house and shipbuilding. The 
superordinates for parts are both neut-gender. For lumber there 
are two intermediate terms. The neut-gender board taxon covers a 
wide variety of specific shapes ana-functions, while the masc
gender beam taxon is made up of members with similar appearance, 
and all having support fur.ction. At the basic level (basic, of 
course, for carpenters and shipwrights, ct. 3.6) virtually all 
terms have a sex-assoc~ated gender. 

Plant materials may be further refined, along with other 
substances, as foodstuffs. Table 10 shows that, as expected, 
superordinate terms are all neuter in this interactional 
taxonomy, while basic level terms have masc/fem-gender for the 
most part. Exceptions to this are those types of meat which are 
labeled with the generic term for the source animal (e.g. das 
Huhn 'chicken', cf. table 51 and those types of bread whic~re 
labeled with secondary terms formed with -brot, such as das 
Roggenbrot 'rye bread.' ------

Behavioral criteria suggest that the neut-gender terms are 
indeed supe~ordinate, and that th~ t~~~s w~~h s~~ a5soc~ated 
ge~der are basic. Firstly, neut-gender ter~s such as 'f~uit' are 
not particularly imageable, whereas the ter~s subordinate t~ them 
are. Secondly, the specific behaviors involved in preparing and 
consuming a member of one of the basic taxa are h~ghly specifiable. 
whereas this is not true for the superordinate taxa. For example, 
elaborately specifiable methods go into the production of wine. 
or of beer. but these methods have nothing in common. Wine, 
coffee and juice each have their own specific serving containers 
and appropriate integration into meals, but all they have in 
common is being served as a beverage at meals. Thus the taxonomy 
for foodstuffs, just like the plant taxonomy in table 8, reveals 
a clear use of neut vs sex-associated gender to distinguish super
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ordinate from basic level terms. In sect. 5 we will show that 
neut-gender may additionally support the linkage of successive 
interaCtLonal taxonomies Ln ~he refinement of raw materials into 
cultural ar~ifacts. 

The interactional taxonomies discussed so far are strikingly 
traditional in the sense that most terms have a history of many 
hundreds of years in the lanquage, with some traceable to Proto
germanic sources. There are notable exceptions, however, showing 
that newer lexical items are entering the language in accordance 
with the neuter superordinate principle. [8] For example, das 
Insekt and das Rentil were added as superordinates to the zoolog
ical taxonomy in table ) du=ing the 16th century. In addition, 
bas~c level terms with masc or fem-gender have been recently added 
to all the taxonomies. For example, die Antilope 'antilope' in 
table 3, die Iris 'iris' in table 7, and der Toast 'toasting bread' 
in table ~ --- 

Tables 11 and 12 demonstrate that the neuter superordinate 
principle conti~ues tc r-e active in the modern language. Until 
recent centuries tra~~~ortat~o~ ~a~ ~ sim~le matter, with carts 
and boats the only veh~cles employed. In the last two centuries 
the ind~str~al revolution has led to a great proliferation in 
means of transportation, and to greater diversity within each of 
the older types, as evident in table 11. Das Schiff stands as 
the cnly neut-gender superordinate of ancient standing, originallY 
applying to vessels in general. Das Boot is a Low German dialect 
form which in the 16th century won-Qut over der Kahn and der Nachen 
(both masc-gender) as the superordinate for smaller vesselS; res=-
tricting das Schiff to the larger ships which were then being 
developed-.--Das GefMhrt was coined in the early 17th century as a 
superordinate-¥or the rapidly proliferating types of animal-drawn 
vehicles. The taxonomy has now grown to more than six levels, with 
add~tional subordinate terms below the basic level ones at the 
bottom of table 11. All other super ordinates are of recent coin
age, and all have neut-gender, except for der LKW, an acronym of 
ger Lastkraftwagen which is competing with der Laster and das Last
auto as the first-level superordinate term for truck. Thus the 
five levels of superordinate terms in the taxonomy are consistently 
marked by neut-gender, whereas the basic level terms consistently 
have a sex-associated gender. 

3.6. A general pattern energes from the perception-based and 
function/~nterac~ion-basedbiolog~~al ta~onom~e~ that have been 
examined here, further examples of which are given in table 12. 
Lower level, more specific, more imageable taxa with relatively 
homogeneous me~ber~hip and highly specific functional integration 
into the culture are grammatically marked with one of the sex
associated genders, while neut-gender is reserved for higher level 
taxa that have greater int~l heterogeneity and consequently 
lack a general image for a prototypical member. In Grimm's terms, 
neut-gender marks undifferentiated superordinates. For both 
function- and perception-based taxonomies this principle has 
great predictive power. The dotted lines in tables 3 (animals), 
7 (plants), and 9 (exploitations of wood) shoW that at an inter-
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mediate level of classification corresponding to the life form 
'level in the folk taxonomic literature taxa may either be marked 
by neut-gender or by a sex-associated gender, depending On their 
degree of internal homogene~ty. 

The importance of functional 'coherence, suggested by Ro,sch 
et al.'s (19761 interaction test, is borne out ~n the interact
ional/functional taxonomies described here. For eXdmple in table 
9 basic level taXa for lumber define specific funCtions in the 
structure of a bUilding. Pieces of moulding, flooring and lath 
may look quite similar (they are all long, narrow, and flatl but 
they each have completely dlfferent functions in the bu~lding of 
a house. But at the next taxonomic level das Brett 'board' has 
no unifying functional specification at al~ The same holds true 
for types of spices in table 10. The superordinate taxon das 
Gewtlrz 'spice' is characterizable only as a secondary ingredient 
in a dish (das Gericht). But basic level taxa in the spice class, 
such as mustard or ginger, each have elaborately specified integ
rations into specific recipes, making them functionally much more 
specific than the su~erordinat~ taxon. 

Some neut-gender superordinates presented he~e appear on
 
casual reflection to be basic level, prototypical members of
 
their categories, an introspection supported by their requent
 
use, and e~rly acquisition by children. These include (source
 
table number in parenthesesl~
 

Kraut 'plant/herb' (7,8) Auto 'car' (11) 
Brett 'board' (9) Spiel 'game' (12)
Brot 'bread' (10) Segel 'sail' (12) 
Schiff 'ship' (11) Tuch 'fabric' (12) 
Boot 'boat' (11) Geld 'money' (12) 

Nevertheless, these are true superordinates semantically, because 
they are undifferentiated with respect to tne more richly speci
fied taxa which they dominate. Behaviorially ~hey are likewise 
superordinates, but only for the cultural specialist (the horti 
culturalist, the carpenter, tne baker, the sailor, etc.). 
Sailors, for example, avoid saying Schiff and Boo~ in favor of 
more specific ~erms which for them constitute the basic level. 
The fac~ tha~ the non-specialist perceives them as basic level 
terms shows ~hat gender is assigned in taxoncmies on the basis of 
sema'1tic djff~ren~iation and "t~lit'l fer the speciaList, rat~er 
than on the basis of cultural sal~""lce to the ccr:".rr.un~ty at lar~e 
(Dougherty, 1978). In other words, gender as~i ~nr.t€'nt in thi~ 
respect is a property of lexical structure, not use. 

4. Derivational devices for sUDerordinates. Table 11 demonstrated 
that the creation of new taxonom~es for cultural artifacts w~th 
neut-gender superordinate terms is a productive aspect of the 
present-day German language. Since gender is itself not a deriva
tional device in German [91, the language has need of morphological 
resources for the creation of new neut-gender nouns to label the 
superordinate taxa of expanding taxonomies. Among the primarily 
derived superordinate terms of table 11 four different deVices 
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(-mittel, -zeug, ~ and -werk) are in evidence. These and -~ 
are semi?rcd~ctive dev~ces fer creat~ng superordinates. Since 
the suf!ixal fcr~5 can stand by-themselves as lexical items they 
are actual~y so~e~here midway in an evolutionary development from 
lexical item to derivational suffix. Table 13 gives examples of 
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anomy, which is distinguished from a collective in that only an 
ordered arrangement of bas~c level parts adds up to the superord
inate concept. The classic and most extens~vely stud:ed ?ar~onomy 
is constituted by body part names (8rown, 1984). Althoug~ ~erman 
lacks a .spec~fic partonomic superordinate for 'human body.' [101 

all five shewing the range of applications that each superordinate
deriVing for~ can have. 

S. collectives, partonomies. anq production chains. Throughout 
the discussion of superordi~ates in this chapter we have, for 

it does have one for 'face'--das Gesicht~-which has constituent 
parts of all three genders: der-Mund '~outh,' die Nase 'nose', 
das Auge 'eye', etc. ~n elaborate partonomY for-household 
furnishings, with four levels of partonomic superordinates at one 
point, is presented in table 14. Knives, forks and spoons taken 

,, 
I

I 

I
I
I
I
I
I 
I

I
I
I
I
I
I 

reasons of simplicity, dealt primarily with individuated super together in settings form ~ 8esteck 'flatwar~.' Plates, cups, 
ordinates, and tried to avoid two other phonemena which are saucers, serVing bowls, etc. form das Service, a service of 
closely related both cOQn~tively and lingui.t~c~lly; these ta:bleware. Pat., pan., and oth.r implement. ~og.~h.r formare an 
collectives a~~ ~~r~onom~es. As ws understand these concepts, inventory of das KUchengeschirr, cooking utensils. These three 

together, das 8esteck, das Tafelservice, and das KUchengeschirr, 
form das Geschirr, an orderly inventory of utensils used for the 
preparation, serving, and eating of food. Das Gedeck, a ~elated 
partonom~c superordinate locatee at the bottOm of the table, 

an 
individuated superordinate term specifies an individual from one 
of the basic level taxa to which it is superordinate. For example, 
'vehicle' and 'car' can both specify the same individual entity. 
but the former includes a greater diversity of individuals in its 
referential range than the latter. ~ collective superordinate 
dces not specify an indiVidual. but rather t~e clas~ of individ~~ls 
which fall within its referential range. 'furniture' is such a 
c~llective, and must be individuated with a counter, as in 'piece 
of furniture.' Rosch (1977) did not distinguish between these two 
superordinate types, suggesting that she considered them concept
ually equivalent. ~ong her superordinate nOunS which we listed 
in table 1, 'fruit,' 'clothing' and 'furniture' are collective 
superordinates in English, while the rest are individuated. 

Evidence for the conceptual affinity between individuated 

includes the relevant items from the first two sets, along with a 
napKin, which fOl-::! a V1cH.;e ~o::ttl:,,"" ::..: one P;:·;;.;iV.1o Th~.: -=,aci. 
partonomic superordinate collect~vely subsumes a precise and 
orderly set of subordinate categorie~. 

The gender differentiation between s~perordinate and basic 
level partonomic terms is exactly parallel to the taxonomies 
already examined. Most basic level terms have ~asc or fern-gender, 
while the superordinate terms consistently have neut·geneer, the 
one exception being the superordinate term for decorative items. 
Furthermore, the functional and perceptual differentiation is 
exactly parallel. Knife, fork and spoon as flatware share onlyand collect~ve superordinates is provided by the fact that a 

number of German superordinates are ambiguous in this respect. the perceptual characteristics of being stick-like and usually
das M~bel can refer to a piece of furniture, or it can refer to made of metal. Each indi~idually, however, has a highly specifi
the collectivity of furniture, in which case it is indiv~duated II able gestalt. SimilarlY, they share only the interactional char
as M~belstUck (see table 1). Das Vieh can refer in varying 
contexts and with varying connotations either to an individual 
farm animal or to the collectiv~ty of livestock, in which case it 
is individuated as ein StUck Vieh, parallel to English "head of 
cattle." ~ong the""""derivat:lonal devices in table 13. ~, -zeug, 

acteristic of being used for eating. But each has an elaborately 
specifiable interaction pattern of its own, and specific oper
ations and foods for which it is used. Thus both the behavioral 
properties and the pattern of gender assignment in partonomies 
seems to be indistinguishable from folk taxonomies in general. 

I

I 

\

I
,
I 

I 

and -mittel produce both individuated and collective superord
inates, whIle -werk and -gut produce mostly collectives. It is ~ neglected topic in the folk taxonomic literature which may 
interesting to note that Wellmann (1969), who carefully studied be quite fruitful for our understanding of how grammatical and 
these devices, characte~ized them only as collectives and di1 n9t lexical taxonomic principles interact is t~~ lin~age of a se~~e9 
de~l w~th their individuat~ng potential. of taxoncm~es into what we have duboed a "product-ion chain." 

Table 15 gives one example of such chainir.g from our data. Note 
that neut-gende~ consistently marks the links in the chain. Das 
Vieh and das Wild identify specific animal types which a~e turned 
into das FIei~and das Wilcbret, an 1ntermediate cultural stage 

~nother compelling p~ece of evidence for the cognitive 
af~inity of ind~v~duated and collective superordinates comes from 
Macnamara (1982). He and NanCy Wargny questioned young children 
about individuals and collectives. Some children under three 
years refused to accept a toy dog as 'an animal,' or a group of 
dogs as 'animals,' but they readily accepted a heterogeneous 
collection of dogs, sheep, cows, etc. as 'animals,' suggesting 
that animal and other individuating superordinates go through a 
preliminary developmental stage as collectives. 

The third type of superordinate stands at the head of a part

14 

on the-way toward das~richt, wh~ch is food prepared for eating. 
Similarly, from das Ge\.~chs we derive a number of intermediate 
categories for food constituents such as das GemUse and das 
GewOrz, which are further processed into finished dishes-.--The 
most elaborate production chains we have in our data are for the 
production of bread. with four steps. and in table 16 in the pro
duction of metal implements from raw metal ores, with five steps. 
In both cases all categories in the chain are marked with neut
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gender. 

6. Ge ..der assignment at the basic level. Throughout the empirical 
ev~dence we have presented fer the rational deployment of gender 
in the fol~ taxonom~c organlzation of the lexicon, neut-gender has 
appeared again and again among the basic level term~Our original 
hypothesis s~ggested, however, that this non-sex and hence non
differentiat~ng gender should be reserved for superordinate taxa. 
This dev~atlon from a hypothet~cally ideal distrlbution, we believe. 
is a motivated consequence, although not a necessary one, of the 
Limited Inventory Dilemma. Stated briefly, there is an irresolvable 
conflict between the p~~ssure to reserve each gender for a single 
function in the ~c~v~ce of transparent form-meaning relationships,
and the need to maximally exploit all three genders on the basic 
level in the service of communicative function. We agree with 
Tversky (1984) that the primary communicative function of basic 
level terms is the d:fferentiation of individual referents from 
each other in the conduct of everyday life: 

Terms of reference are chosen ~o se~~~t an c~ject in a 
context .... the ordinary context for an object is the 
scene in which it typically appears. Scenes themselves 
are perceived to be composed primarily of basic level 
obJects. We find tables and ~ in houses, schools, 
and restaurants, and n8ed to distinguish them from the 
other objects in those scenes, particularly other furni
ture and fruit. ~he typical cont8xt of communication, 
then, requires discrimination at the basic level. (p. xxx) 

K/jpcke and Zubin (1984) and Zubin and K/jpcke (1981, 1984hl 
have argued that an important communicative function of gender is 
to increase the efficiency of communicating about everyday objects 
by increasing the potential for pronominal anaphoric reference.• For example, the fact that der Krug 'jug' and die Scha~ 'bowl' 
are different in gender elim~nates ambiguity in the German vers
ions of sentences (a) and (b) since the pronouns are marked for 
the gender of their antecedents, whereas the English versions 
would require repetition of the lexical items to remove amhiQuity. 

a.	 Der Krug fiel in die schale, aber er (mascl zerbrach nicht. 
'the jug fell into the bowl, but it(the jug) didn't break' 

b.	 Der Krug fiel in d~e Schale, aber sie (fern) z.erbrach nicht. 
'the Jug fell into the bowl, but i~the bowl) didn't break' 

If this function of gender is to be optimalized, then basic level 
terms with referents which tend to co-occur in the same communi
cative context should be maximally different in gender. But gender
is a highly grammaticiz.ed, and hence closed system in the grammar 
of the language, 50 that new gender categories equipped with 
gender-marked pronouns cannot he created at will. It would thus 
he communicat~vely efficient for the language to exploit the three 
gender categories it does have to establish maximal distinctiveness 
at the basic level, even thocgh this weakens the distinctive assoc
iation of neut-gender and superordinate terms, providinQ the two 
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horns of the dilemma. 

Preliminary studies of contextually co-occurring items have 
horne out this view. An extensive sample of basic level slmplex 
terms referring to kltchen implements (59 terms) has 41 percent 
masc-gender, 42 percent fern-gender, and 17 percent neut-gender, 
an-exactly even distribution of the two sex-assoclated genders, 
and a lesser amount of neut-gender. Thus basic level categoriza
tion in the kitchen makes use of all three gende~s in order to 
maxlmize communicative efficiency, although the exploitation of 
neut-gender in this way is secondary, and it appears less 
frequently ~onQ basic level terms. 

Given that the distinctive use of all three genders at the 
hasic level is motivated by communicative function, a further 
prohlem is whether the choice of a particular gender at the 
hasic level is grist for the anomalist mill. In previous work we 
have demonstrated extensive phonetic (Ke~cke, 1982) and morpho
logical and semantic (Kbpcke & ZuhIn, 1984; Zubin & K/jpcke, 
1984bl motivation tor gender ,-_ ... i'ol:unent <l.t t'1e bas!.<.- (,",xonon.IC 
level. Both types of principles stochasti~ally deterr:\:..r:.<!) d:e 
assignment of the two sex-related gender~ to nouns, aJj to some 
extent the assignment of neut-gender. The operation of these 
principles will be exemplified on basic level categorization from 
some af the taxonomies presented here: [llJ 

a. extension of the Natural Sex principle to domestic and 
Q~e animals has already been discussed in the context of tables 
5 and 6. masc and fern-gender mark the terms for the male and 
female adult of each species, while neut·gender is assigned to 
the nonsexspecific genp.ric and juvenile terms. 

h. The Homocentric Principle, which motivates exclusive 
rnase-gender for beasts of prey and primary ~-gender for 
mammals and birds, but primary fem-Qender for lower animals, has 
already been discussed in the context of table 5, and in fn. 5. 

c. Among the categories in table 12, types of cloth (item 
12), types of precipitation and wind amang the weather terms 
(lJ), and types of minerals (15) consistently have rnase-gender. 
Types of knowledge (5) and occupations (6), and shi~ropes with 
specific functions (lll consistently hn.ve fern-gender. F~nally. 
games (7) and types of metal with the exception of alloys (14) 
consistently have neut-gender. 

Some taxonomies rely on an interaction of semantic and 
morphological principles: 

d. In tahle J hird names have masc-gender unless they are 
morphologically marked for fem-gende~Neut-genderis system
atically avoided. For example, whereas ~ and fern-gender body 
parts are widely used for creating compound bird names (e.g. der 
Seidenschwanz 'silk-tail'), no neut-gender hody part names are 
thus used. --- 

e. In tahle 11, gender marks a semantic distinction hetween 
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sailing vessels and eng~ne or hand-powered vessels. ~hich is 
crosscut by mcrpholog~cal assi~~~ent pr~nciples, resulting in the 
following gender d~StrLbution. Sailing vessels have fern-gender 
unless they are morphologically marked for rnase-gender. Engine 
and hand-powered vessels have rnase-gender unless they are morpho
logically marked for fem-gende~Finally. neut-gender is 
practically non-occurrfng. ---

We have found regularities such as these to be Widely distri
buted in the nornLnal lexicon. In principle we believe that the 
entire lexicon is subJect to such analogistic regularity, ~ith 

the exception of core and peripheral items which, becaUSe of 
their frequency and utility across dlffe~ent communicative 
contexts, resist the lmpact of cognative tendencies toward 
systemic integration (K~pcke & Zubin, 1984; Zubin & Kepcke,
1984b). 

7. Non-neuter superordinates. In spite of semi-productive deri
vational devices fl.· ..- tt1c c"eation of neut-gender superordinate 
t~r~s, neut-gender has remained less than ubiquitous among supet
ord~nat~ Two notable examples of non-neuter superordinates 
are die Pflanz~ 'plant/grerb from table 7 and die Farbe 'color',' 
superordinate to a host of primary and secondary color terms. 

These exceptions are primarily due, we believe, to the pre· 
conscious nature of grammatical classification. and to the conser
vatism of language change. Let us take the recently developed 
taxonomy of means of transportation in table 11 to illustrate. 
No speaker, or group of speakers, consciously decided to use 
neut-gender when creating d superordinate term such as das Flug
zeug 'airplane.' Rather, they built a noun with -zeug, or -mittel 
as its head, because these vague nouns seem to nlcely capture the 
underspecification necessary for a superordinate. These nouns• have been gradually drifting in the direction of semantic under
specification, partly under the influence of, or at least in 
harmony with, their neut-gender. Thus conscious word coining is 
a matter of leXical, not grammatical composition. The fact that 
the lexical materials chosen for the coining of superordinates
happen to have a specific grammatical property is the consequence 
of many generaticns of lioguisti~ evolution, not a conscious 
synchronic choice at any point in the process. The fact that 
Liese neut-ger.c:._r le:·uc.:t..i. t'L2mS, but no rrasc 'ir fe'T'-gel1der ones, 
have drlfted in the d~rec~ion of be~ng derlvat~onal devices for 
superordinate terms is under cognitive control, we believe, but 
at a preconscious level. Occasional spontaneous gender changes 
have also occurred. At the time (15th centl that Boot won out 
over der Ka~n and der Nachen as the general superordinate for 
'boat' (table 11) it also had masc-gender! But by the 18th 
century it was shifting to neut-gender in accordance with its 
superordinate status. Perhaps-its gradual qeneralization to all 
types of small boats went hand-in-hand with an increasinq tendency 
to use neut-gender. 

The final part of our argument rests on the empirically 
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supported generalization that nouns in the lexical core (KOpcke, 
1982; Zubin & K~pcke, 1964bl tend to resist change and replacement. 
Die Farbe seems originally (in protQgermanic) to have deslgnated 
the property of being colorful, and did not head up a taxonomy of 
color terms. As color terms proliferated with the inc~eased use 
of dyes for coloring artifacts, a taxonomy developed beneath this 
term, since it was already there and presumably highly frequent. 
As long as lt keeps its status in the core lexlcan it will resist 
replacement by a neut-gender derived superordinate. The Sa~e 

argument applies to dle Pflanze, except that from the cross
cultural ev~dence of Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1973), Brown 
(1984) and others, we may assume that German already had a 
botanical folk taxonomy at the time this term was borrowed from 
Latin as a name for transplanted seedlings and saplings. Why it 
generalized into the folk taxonomy as a superordinate term for 
the 'grerb' taxon is no~ clear at this present stage of research. 

In conclusion we COme full circle to our introductory expect
ation that there would be a natural, motivated relatlon berw~en 

gender assignment and the hierarchical plac"1ent ~f c~tegori~= in 
the taxonomic organization of the leXicon. We must conclude that 
the relation is nas transparent or pervasive as Adam might have 
enacted in Eden when he was naming the animals. But this fall 
from perfect order we see, not as the chaos which the anomalists 
would have us Accept, but rather as a compleK order determined by 
the interaction of social, semiotic, and coqnitive causal factors. 
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Footnotes 

1. Brown (1984) and Casson (1981} have useful summaries of 
research in this area. 

2. The ,stimulus for these observations about the vague referent· 
iality of neut-gender is Otheguy (1977, chap. 3), who demonstrates 
in elaborate detail that the so-called gender distination between 
"neuter" 10 and el/la in Spanish in fact distinguishes discrete
ness of reference. For example: 

~. No me gusto ~ que paso. 'I didn't like the one that passed.' 

b. No me gusto 10 que paso. 'I didn't like what happened' 

3. The boundary between folk and scientific classification is a 
fluid one, particularly since the latter is essentially an exten
sion of the former, so that a number of terms have varying class 
membership depending on the extent to which each is interpreted 
a, a folk or a sc~ent~f~~ te~or example, Reptil and Lurch 
are distinct scientific taxons, but in folk classification the 
amph~b~ans (frogs, toadS, salamanders ••• ) are usually classed as 
reptiles, since they are crawling, cold-blooded creatures. 

4. Three additional life form taxa conforming to the analysis are 
not included in the table: das Nekton, das Plankton, and das Urtier 
, protozoan. ' -- ---- -- -- ---

S. Zubin and Ktjpcke (1984b) outline the argument for an overall 
homocentric scale, with masc-gender at one end and fem-gefider at 
the other, accounting for the distribution of gender-In the lower 
ranks of ~oological taxonomy. Names for apes and for beasts of 
prey are nearly uniformly masc-gender. Names for m~roals and 
birds are primarily masc-gender, names for fish are mixed in• 
gender, while names for rept~les and lower animals ha~e primarily 
fe~, with some masc-gender. In our representative sample of 
simplex basic level terms for birds, 66 have masc while only 28 
have fern-gender. Among terms for lower anima~60 have fern and 
only ~have masc-gender. A strong possibility is that an-Iconic 
mapping is respons~ble for this distribut~on, While it does not 
seem possible to account for why a particular animal taxon has 
reasc- or fern-gender, there is a strikingly regular distribution 
of gender --u1 suppor't of :;.:c!1 an j COI"'..:..-: :'I'1,.J.ppu,-J as a stochastic 
principle. In order to uncover this underly~ng iconic system, 
nouns with gender determined by morphological and campounding 
pr~nciples must be excluded from analys~s (Ktjpcke &Zubin, 1984; 
Zubin & K~pcke, 1984a&b). For example, there are neuter insect 
names, such as das Dreihorn "triple horn," ~ kind of beetle, but 
these are all compounds with a neut-gender noun, not itself an 
animal term, as the last member-.- 

6. Der Sch~dlinq (lit: 'harmling') is eliminated as a taxonomic 
superordinate, because it can refer to any animal, plant, thing, 
or even person that causes damage, and thus is not part of any 
individual hierarchy; and because it is morphologically derived. 
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Dec Fisch is eliminated as a possible superordinate for seafoqd
 
because it is a perCeption-based term (cf. table 3).
 

7. The cultural importance of distinguishing sex and age among 
economically exploited an~mals is confirmed by the diversity of 
simplex sex-specific terms in tables 5 and 6 compared to the lack 
of sex-specific terms for most wild animals. 

8. Historical information is based primarily on Paul (19661 and
 
Grimm and Grimm (1854-1952).
 

9. Nouns have occasionally developed a second gender in response 
to contextual confusion over which of two senses is intended. For 
example, der Sch~ld 'shield' came to be customarily ernbla~oned 
with the insignia of its bearer. Then the ins~gnia was transfered 
to banners and other objects, but still called der Schild. Final
ly, this noun came to mean 'sign', i.e. any flat object with 
information inscribed on it, with a concomitant shift to neut
gender for this latter meaning. The historical accumulation<Jf 
such gender splits has now resulted in ~ouble gefid~r for ~~out lC 
percent of the monosyllabic nominal lexicon tZubin & Ktjpcke, 
1984bl. Dispite this, gender splitting is not even marginally 
available as a synchronically productive derivational device. 

10. Der Leib 'body' is not subcategorized into parts, as shown by 
the nonexistence of ~Leibteil 'body part;' der Ktjrper is parto· 
nomic (c.f. KOrperteil, 'body part' J, but is not speoific to 
bodies with parts (cf. Himmelsktjrper 'heavenly body.' 

11. Keep in mind that space limitations prevent systematic treat
ment of this topic. The interested reader is referred to Ktjpcke 
and Zubin {1984\ and Zubin and Ktjpcke (1984bl for thorough treat
ment of the points summarized here. 

12. We have found strong historical evidence for such preconscious 
cognitive determinism of both semantic shifts and gender changes 
in a class of nouns referring to emotional states and personality 
characteristics (Zubin , KOpcke, 1984a). 
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Figure l: Reference to Strix Rebulosa with terms of varying taxonomic 
specificity in Qui:1ton (1984). "OWl" is basic in the sense of Br<:>,,'n (1958). 
Both nominal and pronominal reference are counted, although the nominal 
count alone is completely parallel. 
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Table 1: suberordinate terms listed by Rosch et al. (1973) and tRosch (1977).
 
Basic level terms are supplied by us.
 

Superordinate	 Basic Level 

da:; Tnst=ument die Guitarre 'guitar'
 
'musical instrument' die Trompete 'trumpet'
 

die Tron~el 'drum'
 

das Obst'fruit'	 der Apfel 'apple'
 
die Pflaume 'plum'
 
die Traube 'grape'
 

das Werkzeug 'tool'	 der Hammer 'hammer' 
die Sllge 'saw' 
der schraubenzieher 'screwdriver' 

das Kleid/das KleidungsstUck die Hose 'pants'
 
'piece of clothing', der Strumpf 'sock'
 

die Kleidunq 'clothing (mass)' das Hemd 'shirt' (a)
 

das MObel/das M~belstUck der Tisch 'table'
 
'furniture' der Stuhl 'chair'
 

die Lampe 'lamp'
 

das Fahrzeug 'vehicle'	 der Wagen 'car'
 
der Bus 'bus'
 
der Laster 'truck'
 

das Spielzeug 'toy'	 die Puppe 'doll'
 
der Bauklotz 'block'
 
die Rassel 'rattle'
 

das Metall 'metal'	 die Bronze 'bronze'
 
der Stahl 'steel'
 
das Eisen 'iron' (a)
 

das Verbrechen 'crime'	 der Diebstahl 'theft'
 
der Hord 'murder'
 
die Notzucht 'rape'
 

das GemUse 'vegetable'	 der Spinat 'spinach'
 
die Erbse 'pea'

der Kohl 'cabbage'
 

der K~rperteil body part (bl	 der Kopf 'head"
 
die Nase 'nose'
 
das Ohr 'ear' (al
 

a. See section 6 for e discussion	 ot neut-gender intrusion into the basic level. 
b.	 The rnase-gender of this term deriv~~ f:om the unusual semantic exploitation 

of the gender opposition between der TI~il for integrated parts and das Teil 
for separable parts IZubin & Kopck~ 1984b). --- --- 

Table ~ Zoological categories investigated by Rosch et al. (1973). 

Berlinl unique beginner life form generic 

Rosch: superor:Una te basic level subordinate 

das Ti9r 'animal' der Fisch 'fish I der Karpfen 'carp' 
die Forelle 'trout' 
ett. 

der Vogel 'bird' die Eule 'owl" 
der Sperling '~parrow' 

etc. 
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Table 1: Perception-based folk-taxonomy of zoological terms. The dotted line separates terms with neut-gender from 
those with s~x-~ssociated gender. 

Das Tier,,
-.-,---------;-,---------;-,-------;-,----,

,
----,,---------;-,--------,,--------T,

1 1 , 1 , , I , 
, I I I , I , , 
, , 1 I , I I , 
• I 1 I , , , II ··.·.· .. ···.·········1...... I , , ,...... I 
• .' I. I •• t I.'I ., I. I ,. It· , 

: : I 1: 1 :: I
 
das S~ugetier: 

'mammal' : ,, 
• • • • • 1 •••••• : ,

T,--'--,, , 
der Affe 

'primate' 
der Hund 

'dog' 
die Katze 

'cat' 
die Antilope 

'antilope' 
der B~r 

'bear' 

• 

der Vogel 
'bird' 

: 

der Fisch : das Reptil 
'fish': {Kriechtierl
I: 'reptile' 

das Insekt : der Krebs 
(Kerbtier): 'crustacean' 
'insect':: 

: : :·· •••• 1 •••••••• ·.······:······: t 
lit I 1 

-,--'--, -,--'---, 
• 'I • 

der Falke der Barsch 
'hawk' 'perch' 

der Sperling der Hai 
'sparrow' 'shark' 

di~ ~ewe die Ma;rele 
'gull' 'mackrel" 

die Taube die Flunder 
'dove' 'flounder' 

der Storch die Forelle 
'stork' 'trout' 

-,--' , _,__ ' ,.-1 I 
1 I I " 

die Eidechse die Wespe 
'lizard' 'wasp' 

die Schlange die Ameise 
'snake I ant I• 

die Schildkr~te die Fli~ge 
turtle' 'fly' 

der Lurch der Falter 

I 

die Krabbe 
'shrimp' 

::: 
der Wurm : das Weichtier 

'worm ' : 'mollusk' 
r: I 
I : •••••••• : ••••••••• 
, 

I 1 I 
, ,

der Regenwurm 
'earthworm' 

der Flusskrebs die Planarie 
, crayf ish' 'planaria' 

der Hummer der Nematode 
'lobster' 'nematode' 

die Languste die Raupe 

I 
I '---, 
I I 

die Schnecke 
'snail' 

die Muschel 
'bivalve' 

~er Y=ake 
'octopus' 

die Salpe 
'amphibian' 'butterfly' 'lobster' 'caterpillar' 'tunicate ' 

der Alligator die taus die Made der Egel 
alligator 'louse' 'maggot' 

v, " 
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Table!: ; ntcraction.ffunction-based folk taxonomy of zoological terms 

das Tier 
'animal' ,

T,---------------'----------------", , 
das Nutztier 

I useful animal' 

,, 
das Haustier 

'domestic animal' , 
.,.----- ,----.,

'pet',
,--'--,, , 
der Hund 
'dog' 
die Katze 
'cat' 
der Hamster 
'hamster' 

• 

, 
das Vieh 

'livestock' ,
--'--,,, , 
das Pferd
 
'horse'
 
das Rind
 
'head of cattle'
 
das Sr:haf
 
'sheep'

das Schwein
 
'pig'
 

, ,, , 
das Wild -(En 61 

'qame' 'seafood' , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,
---,--- , ---'--,, ,, , , , 
das Reh der Blrsch 
'roe deer' 'perch' 
das Ren die Forelle 
'reindeer' Itrout' 
das Wildschwein der Seelachs 
'boar' 'salmon' 
das Steinwild die Languste 
'ibex' 'lobster' 

die Auster 
'oyster' 

(sch~dliches Tier) (En 61 
I harmful animal , t 

,,
.,.----------:,----------.,, 

das Raubzeug das Ungeziefer das Geschmeiss 
'varmint' vermin I 'vermin I , I , , 
--,--, j --,--I, ---,-I I, , 1 , I t 

der Hund die Motte die Made 
'dog' 'moth I 'maggot' 
die Katze die Wanze die Fliege 
'cat' 'bug' 'fly' 
die Elster di e We~t:e .1.ie :!/Jcl.:.:. 
'magpie' 'wasp I I mosqui to I 
die Krlthe die Ratte die Wa~ze 
'crow' 'rat' 'bug' 
der Fuchs die Maus 
'fox' 'mouse' 
der Marder 
'marten' 
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Table 5: sex-differentiating folk to..(onomy for uas Vleh 'livestock.' Terms markec ·.... itt". i~j ar..: lo- .... -::·.. n, t...,.::: :-.c: 
economically exploited in German-speaking areas.--- ---

generic male female baby 

das Rind 'head of 
cattle' 

der Stier 
der Bulle 

'steer' 
'bull' 

die Kuh 'cow' das Kalb I calf' 

das Pferd 'horse' der Hengst 'stallion' die Stute 'lnare I das Fohlen 'foal 

de!:' Ese! 'donkey' " " 

das Maultier tmule ' 

das Schwein 'pig' der ~ber 'boar' die Sau I saw' das Ferkel 'pig-let' 

das Schaf 'sheep' der Bock/Widder/' ram' die Zippe 'ewe' das Larnm 'lamb' 

das Kaninchen 'rabbit' 

die Zlege 'goat' 

*das Kamel I camel' 

der Rammler 'buck' 

der Bock 'rami 

der Hengst (male) 

die Zibbe/H:lsin 'do-a' 

die Ziege 'nanny' 

die Stute (female) 

das Hl:lschen Ibaby rabbit' 

das Zickel 'kid' 

-das Zebu 'zebu' 

-das Ren 'reindeer' 

der Bulle 

.. 
(male) die Kuh 

" 

(female) 

Wdas Lama 'llama' 

• das GeflUgel 'poultry' 

das Huhn 'chicken' 

das Truthuhn 'turkey' 

die Ente 'duck' 

der Hahn 'rooster' 

der Puter (male) 

der Erpel 'drake' 

die Henne 'hen' 
die Glucke 'sittint; hen' . 
die Pute (female) 

die Ente I dt:.ck , 

das KUken 'chick' 

das Klein 

das Entlein 'ducklint; 

die Gans 'goose' aer Ganter 'gander' die Gans 't;oose' • das G~ssel 'goslint;' 
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Table~: sex-differentiating folk ta~on~~y for das ;lild 'game animals.' 
terminology (Frevert, 1954), some of which are also in common use, 

generic 
common term hunter's term male 

das Nutzwild {edible game) 

der Elch/Elen 'elk' da. Elchwild der Elchhirsch 

der (RotlHirsch 'red deer' das Rotwild der Rothirsch 

das Reh 'roe deer' das Rehwild der Rehbock 

der Oamhirsch 'fallow deer' das Damwild der Damhirsch/bock 

der Steinbock 'ibex' das Steinwild der Steinbock 

der Mufflonl 'mtn sheep' da. Muffelwild der Widder 
das Wildsch3.f 

die Gemse 'chamois' das Gamswild der Gamsbock 

das Wildschwein 'boar' das Schwarzwild der Bacher/Keiler 

das Murmeltier 'marmot' das Murmeltier der Bc1r 

der Hase 'hare' der Hase der Ra.mmler 

das Kaninchen 'rabbit' das Kaninchen " 
der Auerhahn 'mountain-cock' das Auerwild der Auerhahn 

das Raubwild 'huntable beasts of ~ 

der Bc1r 'bear' der Bc1r der Bc1r 

der Luchs 'lynx' der Luchs der Kuder 

der Wolf 'wolf' dar Wolt der RUde 

der Fuchs 'fox' der Fuchs " 
der Dachs 'badger' der Dachs der Dachsb.!lr 

Bas~d primarily on hu~ti~q 

female 

das Elchtier 

die Hinde/das Rottier 

die Ricke/Geiss 

die Geiss/das Damtier 

die Steingeiss/ziege 

das Wildschaf 

die Gamsgei.ss 

die Bache 

die Katz 

die Hc1sin 

" 
die Auerhenne 

die B.1rin 

die K.!ltzin 

die WJlfin 

die nhe/Betze 

die Dlch.in/Flhe 

baby 

da. Kalb 

das Kalb 

das Kitz 

das Ki tz/Kalb 

das Kitz 

das La.IM1 

das Kitz 

der Frischling 

der Junghase 

" 
das Jung 

das Jung 

das Jung 

de!' Welpe 

" 
der Jungdachs 
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Table I: perception-basee folA taxonomy of botanical terms. The dotted line indicates the general division between 
~ and sex-associated gender. 

das Gew!chs 'plant' (a),
T'----------"---------------------i-----------------------,-,1 I I 1 
1 1 1 I 
'I 1 I 

:: die Pflanze 'grerb' (b) : 
1 I 1 1 
1 1 1 
, lit······1··················,···················1··········,
: I :: I 

II
I: 

1 
• ,
I 

. 
der Baum der Strauch die Blume : das Gras das Kraut : der Pilz 

'tree' 
I 
1 

'bush' 
: 
1 

'flower': 'grass' 'plant' (c) : 
: : •• • ••••. t· •••• • ••••• ;· ••••• :·· •••• •• •• ~ 
1 1 I 

'mushroom' 
l 
I 

.,.... -.1 __, _,__ ' , _,__ ' , _,__ ' , -,--' , _,__ ' " 

I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I 

die Linde die Mlspel die Rose das Liesch die Wicke der T~ubling 

'linden' 'medlar' 'rose' 'cattail' 'vetch' 'agaric' 
die Birke die Berberi t2e die Nelke das Ried der Wau der Pfefferling 
'birch' 'barberry' 'carnation' 'sedge' 'dyer's .....een' 'cha~.ter~lle' 

die Weide der Wact.oldc.c die Aster da:..~ Schilf der Klee ale Morchel 
'willow' 'juniper' 'aster' 'bulrush' 'clover' 'mo:e!' 
die Pappel de! Holunder die Kamille der Fench der Waid die Lorenel 
'poplar' 'elder' 'camelia' 'bristle-grass' 'woad' 'turban top' 
die Zeder der Lorbeer die Iris die Quecke die Klette der Bovist 
'cedar' 'laurel' 'iris' 'couch-grass" burdock' 'puff -ball' 

a. The meaning of Gew~chs is 'plant' in its widest botanical sense, referring to the plant vs. the animal 
kingdom. 
b. "Grerb" is from Brown (1984), a made up term meaning "small plant ..•whose parts are chiefly herbaceous 
{green, leafy, nonwoody (p. 13)." 
c. The meaning of Kraut is 'plant' in its narrowest fol~ sense, i.e. the broad range of leafy plants other 
than trees, bushes, flowers, and grass. In other words, Kraut is a remainder category. 
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Table~: int.:.racti::m/function···:Jasf;J folk taxonomy of botanical terms 
'. -J 

das Gew!1chs 'plant' 
, ,	 ,,
'.'::~	 ,,..~~ , ,	 , , , ,, ,	 , , , ,, ,	 , , , ,, ,	 , , , ,, ,	 , , ,, ,	 das Kraut 'herb' , , ,, ,	 , , , ,, ,	 , , , ,, , ,	 , , , ,, , ,	 , , , , 
c:.~ 

~:!	 Das Getreide das GemUse das Heilkraut das WUrzkraut das Futter das Holz das Unkraut 
'grain plant' 'vegetable' 'medicinal herb' I culinary herb I tfeed' 'wood' 'w:eed ' :.,.:j , , ,	 , , , ,

.;,:'; ----,---, ---,-- , , , ,---, ---,-- , , ---,---, ,'---	 ---'-- : , i I , , , , I I , , , , 
der Weizen der Kohl die Minze der Dill der Spark die Kiefer die Distel 

~-::. 'wheat' 'cabbage' 'mint' 'dill'	 , spurry' 'pine' 'thiscle' 
~ der Mais der Porree der Salbei der Rosmarin der Dotter die Fichte der L: .....enzahn 
:.. 'corn' 'leek' 'salvia' • rosE":mary I 'camelina' 'spruce' 'dandelion' 
,~ der Roggen der Spargel der Quendel der !(erbel der Klee die Eiche die Wolfsmilcht"!';: 

'rye' 'esparag"~, 'wild thyrr:~' 'chervil' 'clover' '02l.t' 'IT'i.Jl-, weed' 
die Gerste die Erbse der Ziest der r-:ajoran die Lupine die Bl=ke de.c Wegeric.:ll 

<'1 'barley' 'pea' 'hedge nettle' 'marjoram' 'lupine' 'birch' 'plantain' 
,··1 die Hirse die Zwiebel der Andorn der Oregano die Wicke das Mahagoni der Schierling
,~1 'millet' 'onion' 'horehound' •oregano , 'vetch' 'mahagony' 'hemlock' 

C",'l', ' 

>-' \ 

';..- ; 

','.
:.• i<:j

.,; 

,,·1 
,j 
'j 
~ 

.~:f: 
t~-, 

" 
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Table 2: interaction/iunction-based folk t~xonomy for wood. The dotted line divides 
neut-gender terms from those with sex-associated gender. 

das Holz 
'wood' ,(housebuilding) , (shipbuilding),

7,------------'-------------:-,, , 
das Bauholz das Rundholz* 
'l~er' 'wooden rigging',

I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 0.,--- ' --:0 , 

: :: 
das Brett : der Balken 
'board' : 'beam' 
(flat lumber) : (square lumber), .,

• • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I : . , , 
_,__ i__" 

-,-', -,--'---" , ,I I I I 

die ?lanke der Pfosten der Mast 
'plank' 'post' 'mast' 
die Scnindel der Wechsel der Baum 
'shingle' 'joist' 'boom' 
die Leiste der Stiel das Bugspriet 
'moulding I 'stud' 'bowsprit' 
die Diele der Sparren die Rah 
'floorboard' 'rafter ' 'yard' 
die Latte der Riegel die Gaffel 
'lath, roofing 'cross-stud' 'gaff' 
board, etc. I 

*The term Rundholz has other denotations besides this application to ship's rigging • 

• 
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1, Table lQ: interaction/function-based folk taxonomy for foodstuffs 
I-, 

das Lebensmittel 'foodstuff' ,,,
"

,, , , , , , ,, , , , , , , ,, , , , , , ,, , , , , ; , 
das Fleisch das GemUse das Obst das Korn das Brat das GebMck das GewUrz das Getr~nk 

1 'mea'C t 'vegetable' 'frui'C' 'grain' 'bread' 'pastry' 'spice' 'beverage'
l , , , , , , ,---, ---,--- ---, , ---, ---,---,, , 

,

, , --'--- , , ---,--, , , , , , , , ,j , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
der Hammel der Spinat der Apfel der Wei zen das Weissbrot, etc. der Kuchen der Knoblauch der Wein ,'mutton' 'spinach' 'apple' 'wheat' 'white bread, etc. 'cake' 'garlic' 'wine' 
das Kalb der Re'Ctich der Pfirsisch der Hafer der Pumpernickel die Torte der Senf das Bier 
'veal' 'radish' 'peach' 'oats' , pumpernickel' 'tart' 'mustard' "beer I 
das Hl:!hnchen die Gurke die Traube der Reis der Zwieback die Schnitte der Pfeffer die Milch 
'roast chicken 'cucumber' 'grape' 'rice' 'rusk' 'sliced cake' 'pepper' 'milk' 
das Steak die Tomate 'die Dattel' die Gerste der Stollen die Makrone der Ingwer der Kaffee 
'beefsteak' 'tomato' 'date' 'barley' 'fruit bread' 'macaroon' 'ginger' 'coffee' 
das Wildbret die Erbse die Beere die Hirse der TioJast die Bret.2':el der Essig der Saft 
'venison' 'pea' 'b~r.cy' 'millet. ' 'toast.ing bread' 'pret.zal' 'vi;:"",;.::. ... ' . :it,ol,~ce' 



"
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Table 11= folk taxonomy for means of transportation 

das Verkehrsmittel 
'means of transportation',

T,-----'-------------,.-----------------.-,,	 , 
das Fahrzeug das Flugzeug 

'vehicle' 'airplane',	 ,
,,------------------------l	 ,I 
I	 , I t,	 , ,,	 , , 

das Wasserfahrzeuq das Landfahrzeuq das Schienenfahrzeuq 
'vessel' 'land vehicle' 'rail vehicle',	 , , 

7, • I	 I I I : 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

das Schiff das Boot das Kraftfahrzeug das Gef~hrt :
 
'ship' 'boat' 'motor vehicle' 'carriage' :
 
:: : das Fuhrwerk l
 

: : : : I animal-drawn l
 
: t das Auto das Lastauto wagon I :
 

: : 'car' der LKW 'truck': :
 
I I I I ,	 I 

-,--' , -,--'---, I I I I I , _,__ I ,I '--------.- ,
I I I I I I I I' • t , 
der Dampier der Kahn die Limousine der Schlepper der Hanson der -zug, e.g. der Hochdecker 
'steamer' 'skiff' 'sedan' 'hauler' 'hanson cab' der D-Zug 'piper cub' 
der Frachter der Punt der Buggy der Lieferwagen der Break 'intercity train' der Jet 
'freighter' 'punt' 'buggy' 'delivery truck' 'break' der Eilzug 'jet' 
der KUmo der Prahm der Kombi der Kipper der Landauer 'express train' der J~ger 

'coastal ship' 'leighter' 'station wagon' 'dump truck' 'landau' die -bahn, e.g. 'fighter' 
die Fregatte die Jolle der Mini der Anh~nger die Kutsche die Strassenbahn der Hubschrauber 
'frigate' 'dinghy" compact' 'semi trailer' 'coach' 'trolley' 'helicopter'•	 die Bark die Snipe der Roadster der Lastzug die Droschke die Stadtbahn der Zeppelin 
'bark' 'snipe' 'sportscar' 'multi-trailer' 'hackney' 'suburban train' 'zeppelin' 



•
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Table g: summary of additional taxonomies with simplex neut-gender
superordinate terms. --- 

superordinate	 Basic Level 

1.	 Das Land 'land, der Wald, der Acker. der Sumpf. die Wiese 
state, country' 'woods' 'field' 'swamp' 'meadow' 

2.	 Das Yolk die Deutschen, die Schweizer, die Italiener, die Russen 
'people (sg)' 'Germans' 'Swiss' 'Italians' 'Russians' 

3.	 das Amt der Zoll, die Post, die polizei, die Kanzelei 
'office' 'customs' 'post office' 'police' 'chancellery' 

4.	 das Team 'team' der HSV (Hamburger Sportverein), etc. 
die Mannschaft (specific teams in a league) 

5.	 das Wissen die Kunst, die Musik, die Keramik, die Linguistik 
'knowledge' 'art' 'music' 'ceramics' 'linguistics' 

6.	 das Fach 'discipline. die Chemie, die Botanik, die Klempnerei, die Tischlerei 
'occupation' 'chemistry' 'botany' 'plumbing' 'carpentry' 

1.	 das Spiel der(das Skat, diS Poker, das Schach, das Backgammon 
'game' 'scat' 'poker' 'ch",:,,>s' ,'backgammon' 

B.	 das Fest der Karneval, die Taufe, die Hochzeit, die Fete/Party 
'celebration' 'Mardi Gras' 'christening' 'wedding' 'party' 

9.	 das Zimmer der Kammer, der saal, die Stube, die KUche. die Mansarde 
'room' 'chamber' 'hall' 'parlor' 'kitchen' 'attic room' 

10.	 das segel die Fock, der Besan, der KlUver, die Genua 
'sail' 'foresail' 'mizzensail' 'jib' , genoa' 

11.	 das Tau/das Ende/ die Want, die Leine, die Schot, die Bulin 
das Reep 'ship's rope' 'shroud' 'quality line' 'sheet' 'bug-line' 

12.	 das Tuch/Gewebe der samt, der Krepp, der Satin, der Brokat 
'fabric' 'velvet' 'crepe' 'satin' 'brocade' 

13.	 das Wetter der Regen, der Schnee, der Wind, die Feuchte, die DUrre 
'weather' 'rain' 'snow' 'wind' 'humidity' 'draught' 

14.	 das Metall der Stahl, die Bronze, das Eisen, das Kupfer 
'metal' , steel'· 'bro:l.ze' • iron' 'copper' 

15.	 das Mineral de.r Ton, der Kall<., der sand, der Kiesel 
'clay' 'chalk' 'sand' 'flint' 

16.	 das Geld der Franc, der schilling, die Lira, die Drachme 
'money' 'franc' 'shilling' 'lira' 'drachma' 

11.	 das Mass 'measure' der Kantel, die Schaufel, die Waage, die Uhr 
(instrument or unit) 'sq. ruler' 'scoop' 'scale' 'clock' 

der Zoll, der Fuss, der Meter, die Elle 
, inch' 'foot' 'meter' 'yard' 

18.	 das Zeichen 'sign, signal' 
das Seezeichen die Tonne, die Boje, die FlaggQ, die Bake 
'sea marker' 'buoy' 'buoy' 'signal flag' , landmark' 

das Verkehrszeichen die Ampel, der Wegweiser, der Streifen 
'traffic sign, signal' 'traffic light' 'direction sign' 'line Ion the street)' 



•
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Table 11: semiproductive devices for derivLng superordinate terms 

deL"iv1.rlq' 
morpheme superordinate 

das GebM.ude~ 
'building' 

das Gew.!tsser 
•body of	 water' 

das GefUhl 
'emotion' 

-teuq das Halbzeug 
'metal stock' 

das Nlthl.eug 
'sewing things' 

das Schreibzeug 
'writing implement' 

-werk das Takelwerk 
'tackle' 

das Zuckerwerk 
'sweets' 

das Astwerk 
'branching structure' 

-mittel	 das Heilmittell 
das Medikament 
'medicament' 

das Rauschmittel 
'intoxicant' 

das Lehrmittel 
'teachinQ implement' 

-gut das Steingut 
, .;toneware' 

das Sprachgut(a) 
'language resource' 

das Luxusgut 
'luxury item' 

basic level 

der Turm die [;cheune die Villa die Kirche das Haus 
'tower' , barn' 'villa' 'church' 'hou~e' 

der Fluss der Teich der Hafen die See die Bucht 
'river' 'lake' 'harbor' 'sea' 'bay' 

der Il.rger dcr Zorn der Hochmut die Angst die Geduld 
'irritation' 'anxiety' 'arrog'ance' 'anxiety' 'patience' 

der Draht der Zain die Folie die Stange die platte 
'wire' 'ingot' •foil' 'bar' 'sheet' 

der Zwirn der Flicken die Nadel der Fingerhut 
• thread I 'patch' 'needle' 'thimble' 

der Bleistift der FUller der Kuli die Tinte 
'pencil' 'fountain pen' 'ballpoint' 'ink' 

der Mast der Anker die Winde die Gaffel das Stag 
'mast' 'anchor' 'winch' 'gaff' 'stay' 

der Bonbon der Drops die Karamelle die Praline 
'sucker' 'drop' 'caramel' • 'praline' 

der Zweig der Ast der Stamm der Spross die Gabel 
'twig' 'branch' 'trunk' 'sprout' , fork' 

die Pfefferminze der Baldrian der Balsam der Hustensaft 
'peppermint' 'valerian' 'balm' 'cough syrup' 

der Alkohol die Koka das Haschisch das Pot 
'alcohol' 'coke' 'hashish' 'pot' 

der Zirkel der Atlas der'Rechner die Karte die Folie 
'compass' 'atlas' 'calculator' 'map' 'transparency' 

dp.r Kruq der Topf der Teller der Kelch die Fl ~ ese 
, jug' 'pot' 'plate' 'goblet' , tile' 

der Spruch die Redensart die FUgung das Wort 
'saying' 'fixed expression' 'construction' 'word' 

der Tabak der Kognak der Champagner der Kaviar 
'tobacco' 'cognac' 'champagne' 'caviar' 

a. This item refers to the inventory of lexical items, expressions, and 
Qrammatical structures of a lanQuaQe in a linguistically traditional sense. 
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Table l!: Partonomy of household furnishings 

das Mobiliar 
'furnishings',,,

"-------,,--------,,------------'-------r,--------------------,~ 
I " 
, " I ,! 

das M~bel das Leinenzeug 
'furni ture' 'linens' 

, 

I
I 

I 
: 
: 
, 

-,--'--, 

I " 
der Stuhl 
'chair' 
der Tisch 
'table' 
der Diwan 
'divan' 
die Lampe 
'lamp' 
das Bett 
'bed' 

" 

I
" 

I 
: 
: 
, 

, '---, 

" 
der L~ufer 
'runner' 
der ..... i:'.schlap~en 
'washcloth' 
die Serviette 
'napkin' 
die Tischdecke 
'tablecloth' 
das Handtuch 
'towel' 

das Bettzeug 
'bedding' 

I
 
I
 
: 
: 
, 

-,---'---, 

der Uberzug 
I 

'pillowcase' 
die Bettdecke 
'blanket' 
das Laken 
'sheet' 
das Federbett 
'thick quilt' 
das Kissen 
'pillow' 

l 
das Besteck 

'flatware' 
I 

-,--'--, 

, " 
der ~~ffel 
'spoon' 
die Gabel 
'fort' 
das Messer 
'xni.fe" 

, 
II 

das Geschirr 
'utensils' 

I 

:
, 

: 
das Tafelservice 

'tableware' 
, 

_, ' 

der Teller 
'plate' 
der Becher 
'cup, mug' 
die SchUssel 

,'----,,--- ,, 
das Gedeck
 

'place setting'
 

• 

• 

serving bowl' 
die Tasse 
'cup' 
das Glass 
'glass' 

t 
das KUchengeschirr 

'cooking utensils' 
I 

! 
• , 

der Z1erat 
'decorations' 

)
,
I 

I 
: 
: 
I 

I I ,-,--'---, 

It., I
der Quirl die Graphik 
'whisk' 'print' 
tier 'J:c;,.f' di~ ,·:alerei 
'pot' 'pa~nting' 

der Kessel die Plastik 
'kettle' •statue' 
die pfanne die Vase 
'pan' 'vase' 
die Reibe der Leuchter 
'grater' 'candlestick' 
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Table 11: Production chain taxonomy for food 

das Vieh------------) das Fleisch -------------------->-: 
. 'meat'	 : ,	 ,,,

das wild -----------) das Wildb=et ------------------->	 1_ das Gerich~ ---> ,,'game' 'venison. etc.'	 ,: ---> 'dish. course' ,,, , das Essen", 
das Gew~chs ---> das GemUse. das Obst, das GewUrz ----> : : ---> 'meal' 

'pla.nt' 've;etable' 'fruit' 'spice' _l 
,I,,

das Getreide --------> das Korn ------) das Mehl -------------> das Bro~ ------> ,,';rain plant' ';rain' 'flour'	 ,'bread" . -, 

T~ble Ii: Production chain taxonomy for metal ar~ifacts 

das F=z ---) das ~etal ---> cas Halbzeug (al __e) das Fertigteil --) das Ger~~ (bl 
'ore' 'metal' 'processed metal' 'finished p<l,rt' 'implemen~' 

a. This ca~egory includes milled or cast metal in the form of Wire, bars, 
sheets, ingots, etc., which is further processed into p<l,rts, 
b. Thi~ ca~ego=y can refer either to simple ~ools (mostly metal) or to complex 
hand tools and small machines made of parts • 

• 

'" 


